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A delightful Australian alphabet that travels the country highlighting the expected and unexpected.

Author and Illustrator:
Jess Racklyeft is a Melbourne based illustrator who has worked on twelve children’s books, but this is the 
first book she has both authored and illustrated. Jess was inspired by her childhood travels to different parts 
of Australia and worked with watercolours and digital collage to create the illustrations. Working from her 
home studio, her days are happily filled with picture books - either creating them or reading them with her two  
small children.

A note from the Author:
This was the very first story I wrote, as I was deep in the A to Z books with my little kids - and was finding the “A 
is for apple” thing a little repetitive! I wanted to write something simple but a little less typical, focusing on the 
beautiful sights and creatures of Australia.

Although I currently live in Melbourne, my youth was spent in W.A - with a great deal of travelling up to the wind-
swept crayfishing towns north of Perth. We also went to red rocked inner W.A, through wildflower seasons and 
spent a lot of time in the ocean. That array of colour, flora and fauna has always stuck in my mind and been a 
big influence on my work.

for this book I wanted to stick with those striking colour memories so I built a palette around the turquoise sea, 
red rocks, green gum leaves and yellow beach sand, and highlighted lots of travel memories from my earliest 
days through the pages. I wanted to make a book that celebrates our unique beauty and hopefully shares a few 
new places, animals or phrases for kids. I also had a lot of fun handwriting the letters and words, and hiding a 
little echidna friend on each spread for kids to find.

Selling Points:
• Great present for tourists
• Great for pre school children
•  Introduces children to familiar animals 
  and places but also some unfamiliar ones.
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